
Applications

• Suitable for anti-graffiti  
applications:

 - Transit shelters

 -  Train stations

 - Airport terminals

 - Other high-traffic,  
public locations

• Dry-erase applications

• Can be used as a hard coat  
(excellent abrasion and  
scratch resistance)

Protect your print 
EFI™ Armor Erase UV clear roll coating offers exceptional adhesion to styrene, acrylic, 

polyester, coated metal, coated cardboard stock and other rigid materials. It offers an 

exterior life of one year, and in commercial display environments, it allows for easy 

cleaning of graffiti sources, such as aerosol or enamel spray paint. Coated surfaces can 

be cleaned with acetone, isopropyl alcohol or high-pressure water to remove spray paint 

or permanent marker. The coating also is ideal for dry-erase applications on rigid-printed 

graphics and will not leave ghosted images on the surface.

PRINTER MOD-
EL

Durability Up to one year

Mixing Mix thoroughly before use; thinning is not recommended

Roll Coat Suitable for use on all UV coating devices

Shelf Life One (1) year from date of manufacture

Cure Parameters
1-200 watt per inch medium pressure mercury vapor lamp 
with an output of at least 180 mJ

Belt Speed
50-60 feet per minute depending on lamp efficiency  
and heat emission

Coverage 3,500 – 4,500 square feet per gallon

Finish Hard high gloss finish

AT A  
GLANCE

NOTE: Not suitable for flexible banner applications. To determine suitability of the product for the 
intended use, a pretest prior to production is advised 
 
WARNING: This product will not perform if it has been under-cured, as there will be a penetration  
of paint permanently staining the print. 



EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, 
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital  
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms 
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting 
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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When your print wears 
Armor, it’s ready for anything.
 

Whether you’re printing on rigid plastic, flexible media or thermoforming materials, you 

need to protect your print from the sun, weather, wear and tear, even chemicals. EFI 

has the post-printing coating formula for success – EFI Armor. Our line of proprietary 

products does a lot more than coat. It defends. It shields. It guards. It preserves.

Protect your print, protect your color, protect your reputation. With EFI Armor.


